WHELEN AVIATION LIGHTING

WHELEN MODEL 90044 SERIES

90044 series self-contained, 150 watt, quartz halogen flashing anti-collision light. Factory installed on Lear 31, Falcon 900 and Cessna Citation X. It is also a direct replacement for oscillating beacons on most corporate aircraft.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Weight: 1.6 lbs (726gm) to 2.5 lbs (1134gm) Height: 5.5” (140mm) Diameter: 3.25 amps @ 28 VDC
- Power Consumption: 5.5 amps @ 28 VDC

To determine model required for replacement, the following information is needed: Lens color (red or white), upper or lower mounting location, number of mounting holes (5, 8, or 9), weight and position installed. Beacons installed on the rudder. Top replacement on GII and GIII require 9004401 or 9004402 in conjunction with the 16 hole mounting plate, P/N 06-170618-00.

For additional 90044 and 90033 series lights please call or visit our website at www.aircraftspruce.com

WHELEN MODEL 90033 SERIES SELF-CONTAINED LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

90033 series self-contained, 150 watt, quartz halogen flashing anti-collision light which is factory installed on Beechcraft. It is also a direct replacement for oscillating beacons on most corporate aircraft.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Weight: 0.6 lbs (272gm) to 0.9 lbs. (408gm)
- Height: 4.4” (112mm)
- Power Consumption: 5.5 amps @ 28 VDC

FOR ADDITIONAL 90044 AND 90033 SERIES LIGHTS PLEASE CALL OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.AIRCRAFTSPRUCE.COM

MODEL A450 SERIES - A450 series remote strobe light assembly is compatible with all Whelen power supplies. It can be installed on the fuselage or the vertical fin. The Pyrex® Glass lens (clear only) makes the assembly suitable for use in severe vibration, chemical and moisture conditions (i.e. agricultural aircraft). Requires the model H102 or H103 mounting adapter. SPECIFICATIONS:
- Weight: 0.3 lbs. (136gm)
- Exposed Height: 3.75” (95mm)
- Diameter: 2.5” (64mm)

MODEL A650 SERIES - Converts W1285 position lights into a positive anti-collision system by removing the existing retainer & replacing it with the A650 assembly. Radio-shielded version available. SPECIFICATIONS:
- Weight: 0.2 lbs. (91gm)
- Exposed Height: 2.4” (61mm)

MODEL A470A SERIES - A470A series remote strobe light assembly is compatible with all Whelen power supplies. It can be installed on the fuselage or the vertical fin. The unique polycarbonate optic lens and reflector design, redirects stray light rays into the horizontal plane to provide the maximum 360° of uniform light coverage possible. Available in three different lens colors, aviation red, aviation white and split aviation red/white. Available in radio-shielded configurations. All assemblies require either the model H102 or H103 mounting adapter. SPECIFICATIONS:
- Weight: 0.3 lbs. (136gm)
- Exposed Height: 3.75” (95mm)
- Diameter: 2.5” (64mm)

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
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